
PRODUCT CATALOGUE
TROWEL WALLETS INTERNATIONAL



Plastering Trowel 
Wallets
Stock Code : TW001

Designed to give the ultimate protection 
for your trowels. Crafted using 1.8 mm 
leather helps you to maintain protection 
for any possible blade corrosion in your 
tool storage. It’s a pressure glued 
seams with double stitched design, 
adds an extra durability, while the new 
two-tone design offers the most updated 
trowel wallets design available.

1ST Category : Trowel Wallets



Available Model

TW001-01 (1 Trowel)

Dimension:

11”, 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”, 22”, 24”

TW001-02 (2 Trowels)

For two trowels 5” x 18”

TW001-03 (4 Trowels)

For four trowels 5” x 18”



Venetian Style
Plastering Trowel 
Wallets
Stock Code : TW002

Venetian wallets are the professional and 
assured products that will eliminate 
damage to your trowel edges while not in 
use. New improved design with storage 
hook. Smaller venetian plastering trowels 
will fit comfortably in our product.

1ST Category : Trowel Wallets



Available Model

TW002-01 (1 Trowel)

Dimension:

200x75; 240x90; 240x100; 240x112; 
280x100; 280x120; 280x140;

TW002-02 (4 Trowels)

For four trowels (dimension?)



Plasterers’ K9 Tool 
Station
Stock Code : TW004

The plasterer's K9 is crafted from solid core with 
1.8mm leather pressure glued seams with double 
stitching. The new improved k9 design launched 
recently with reinforced stainless steel corners and 
edges. The unique storage compartments allows 
you to store and protect your plastering tools 
correctly. Consisting of 2 trowel slides at either end 
of the tool station up to 14'' x 5'' - side compartments 
with soft leather protective closer up to 16'' with 
inner double trowel holder open-
ended accommodating longer trowels 18''/ 
20''. Smaller size trowels will also fit comfortably. In 
Addition you can also store a plastering 
board/hawk up to 16'', tape measure clip holder 
with plastering spatula slide open-ended for 
additional spatula length blades. Inner large tool 
compartment, smaller tools can also be stored in 
the outer pockets.

3rd Category : Tool Station

Please note picture is for reference only. New model has 
been updated to hold additional 2 plastering trowels with 
stainless steel protective edges.as not displayed in the photo 
above



V8 Plasterers’ Mate
Stock Code : TW007

Crafted with solid core board pressure glued 
seams double stitched with handle for ease 
of carrying .The v8 is very compact in size 
protecting your trowel edges while keeping 
your plastering tools at hands reach.

This product can hold these tools :

4 plastering trowels maximum size 5''x18''

2 plastering boards / hawks maximum size 18''

1 Measure Tape clip Holder

1 Knife Pocket

4th Category : Plastering Kit



Plasterers’ Mate 
Ranges
Stock Code : TW008

The plasterer's mate range consists of 5 
different model designs. Each model will 
accommodate all brand names and models 
in plastering tools. Crafted with solid inner 
core board pressure glued seams with 1.8mm 
double stitched leather design. Shoulder 
strap included with each model purchase.

4th Category : Plastering Kit



Available Model

TW008-01

Plasterers Mate Set / 2 Trowels 5'' x 
18''

TW008-02

Plasterers Mate Compact / 2 
Trowels 5'' x 18'' - Plastering Board 
16'' -Measure Tape

TW008-03

Plasterers Mate / 4 Trowels 5'' x 18''



Available Model

TW008-04

Plasterers Mate Pro / 4 Trowel 5'' x 
18'' - Plastering Board 18''- Meaure 

Tape

TW008-05

Plasterers Mate Pro Plus / 4 Trowels 
5'' x 18'' - Plastering Board 18''-

Spatula 24''- Measure Tape



Venetian Style
Plasterers’ Mate 
Ranges
Stock Code : TW009

The Venetian industry trade has a very close 
relationship with their trowels. In the best case 
scenario, they become reliant on them for a 
quality finish alongside providing a lively 
hood.The Venetian mate range has been 
designed to eliminate trowel defects caused 
by improper storage while allowing the ease 
of carrying your tools professionally.

Please note, smaller sized tools will also fit the 
Venetian mates comfortably

4th Category : Plastering Kit



Available Model

TW009-01

Venetian Mate / 4 Trowels 140mm 
x 280mm

TW009-02

Venetian Mate Pro / 4 Trowels 
140mm x 280mm - Scraper Knives 
4

TW009-03

Venetian Mate Pro Plus  / 4 Trowels 
140mm x 280mm - Scraper Knives 
4 - I Plastering Board 12''



Drywall Tapers Tool 
Holder
Stock Code : TW010

Crafted from solid core board 1.8mm leather 
with pressure glued seams and double stitched 
design to ensure durability.The front pocket 
face is 460mm long to accommodate a 
plastering trowel or spatula.The pocket inside 
for knives is 50mm in depth with elastic 
adjustment by 450mm length.Mud pans are 
held in place with an elastic strap and can 
hold from 1 to 5 pans.All models have a tape 
clip holder with shoulder strap provided with 
each model for ease of carrying.Please note 
that smaller size drywall tapers tools will also fit 
the tool holder correctly

5th Category : Drywalling Kit



Available Model

TW010-01

Drywall Tapers  Mate / Front pocket -
Mud Pans 14'' - Tape Clip Holder

TW010-02

Drywall Tapers Mate Pro / Front 
pocket and Back Pocket  - Mud 
Pans 14'' - Tape Clip Holder

TW010-03

Drywall Tapers Mate Plus / Front pocket and 
Back Pocket  - Mud Pans 14'' - Tape Clip 
Holder - And  Plastering Board up to 18''''



Skim Rule Wallets
Stock Code : TW011

Probably one of the more difficult Plastering 
Tools to keep the blade free from defects is the 
plastering skim rule due to its size and 
length.The detailed Sharp edge requires due 
care while being stored away at the end of 
your working day.Skim rule wallets have been 
designed to element blade defects, they are 
easy to place over the skim rule blade.Crafted
with elastic straps to accommodate the 
different skim rule brand names and 
models.Skim rule wallets will fit all brand names 
and models in skim rules. Detachable shoulder 
strap available if required for ease of 
transporting to and from your vehicle. New 
improved design now crafted with 2 vehicle 
storage hooks.

6th Category : Wallets

Available in 15 sizes

170; 200; 220; 280; 
380; 400; 480; 570; 

600; 800; 1000; 1200; 
1500; 1800; 2000



Spatula Wallets
Stock Code : TW012

Every tradesman knows the frustration when 
they're finishing tool blade incurs a defect. Due 
to inappropriate conditions of storage -
easily happening when stored in tool bags. 
Spatula wallets crafted from leather will 
protect your blade edges.Allowing you to 
store your spatula knives with the piece of 
mind, knowing your knives are safe from 
defects and ready for use when needed.

Spatula wallets will accommodate all brand 
names and models of a spatula, crafted with 
elastic adjustable straps.

6th Category : Wallets

Available in 14 sizes

7”; 8”; 10”; 11”; 12”; 
15”; 16”; 19”; 20”; 
22”; 24”; 27”; 30”; 

32”



Leather Tool Belt
Stock Code : TW016

When you need to carry around a lot of tools 
on the job site you need the trowelwallets 13 In 
1 toolbelt. This toolbelt has two large capacity 
pouches for holding medium and small hand 
tools. There are 12 pockets for holding tools, 
nails and other small parts. Made of 
leather/double lined belt with inter support, 
the toolbelt is durable and can take the 
punishment of the hardcore contractor. It 
comes equipped with two hammer holders; 
made of steel heavy web material. The belt fits 
waists up to 52 In. and has adjustments to 
easily fit your required waist size. The 
adjustable steps in the 55mm wide belt will 
assure your toolbelt is always tight fit so you 
don’t need to worry about it sliding down your 
waist.

7th Category : Tool Belts & Holster
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